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Dear Bishop Sarah, 

I have been newly elected to the General Synod from Exeter Diocese as a Lay Rep. We have actually

worshipped together on a number of occasions at Exeter Cathedral while you were the Bishop of Crediton. 

I thank you for everything that you are doing and pray for the Lord's protection and encouragement as you

try to lead what is a very difficult process. 

Considering the results of Synod and the unlikelihood of any substantial change on the matter of the

marriage canon I am just writing to express my anxiety at the upcoming discussions around the LLF process.

While I applaud the good intentions of this process I think it is highly unlikely anyone is going to change their

position as a result. 

My concern is primarily that should our discussions on LLF descend into protracted angry debate that this

will cause division at a time where our church faces major existential threats. 

Whilst canvassing again and again I was contacted by rural parishes that fear for their future and a real and

persistent anger at the strategic proposals that have been put forward. I was told by a number of them that

they are considering withholding their common fund soon if things do not improve for them. The church

needs to tread carefully. 

What indignation there will be towards Synod and the Church Authorities if during this time of fear and grave

anxiety we are pointlessly tearing lumps out of each other over the wording of the marriage canon -

especially when no change is possible. 

So while it is an important issue, please can I beg, for the sake of those who elected me, for the LLF process

to in no way steal oxygen from or seen to deprioritise the scrutiny of the Church's strategic future. 

I know that you have many harsh words thrown your way, and I cannot imagine how challenging at times

your job must be, so I will be keeping yourself and your team in my prayers. 

Many blessings, 

Luke 
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